Public Art
Integrating Public Art into City Plaza

Fountains and
Lighting

Public art has become increasingly important to
most communities. It is an integral element in the
design of almost all important civic spaces.
Therefore, a small budget was allocated to include
two local artists as public art consultants to the
design team at this very earliest stage of the City
Plaza master-planning design process.
Their work was intended to be just a beginning to
the discussion and process of integrating public art
into this very important public space. It was not
intended to involve any actual design of art
‘pieces’, but rather just research and presentation
of approaches to how public art has been integrated
into other similar project, and how it might be
integrated into such a space as City Plaza. The
artists were specifically requested to research how
public art can and has been integrated successfully
into town center plazas, parks and squares, in both
contemporary times and historically. Their
research was compiled into a presentation to the
project consultants and City Parks Dept. and
Public Art staff, and these images presented as a
sampling of that presentation.

Sculpture and
Environmental art

A formal process for integrating, commissioning
and developing public art for this space would
begin after the preferred master plan is solidified.

Interactive and
Play Sculpture
‘Functional’
Art and
Paving
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Design Elements

Plaza Design ‘Elements’
Elements contained in illustrations throughout this report:
Grading – Subtle differences in height should be used to achieve
adequate drainage, and to define areas of use (e.g. lawns separate
from hardscape).
Water – Water is a classic and universal draw!
• Can be combined with seating and art
• Can be traditional center fountain (e.g. classic American town
squares)
• Can be interactive (e.g. many new fountains in civic spaces
across the country)
Elements contained in illustration throughout this report,
and further described and on this page:
Seating – An important element of every urban plaza – for rest,
visiting and watching the surrounding activity.
• Benches – wood or cast iron
• Site walls
• Stairs
Trash Receptacles – A necessity for keeping any public space
clean and well-kept. These should be made of durable materials
of an elegant design.
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Design Elements: Paving
Granite
Setts

Paving
More intense uses of public space require more durable
paving. The important place of Chico’s City Plaza also
requires beauty. The Plaza’s ‘floor’ can be made of various
materials throughout or applied to specific areas:
• Brick (e.g. Savannah)
• Stone (e.g. Quincy Market)
• Gravel of decomposed granite (e.g. Bryant Plaza;
advantages - cheap and somewhat porous for tree roots)
• Granite setts (e.g. typical in Europe)
• Artist-designed

Stone

Brick

Artist-Designed

Decomposed Granite
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Design Elements: Lighting
Lighting Design for Plaza Park

Light Fixtures

City Plaza – and the whole Downtown – is often used
in the evening, as it should be to create an active, safe
area. But lighting is also not just for safety – like in a
home’s living room, it is for ambience, as well.

Lamps - or "bulbs” – should be mercury vapor (a bluewhite light) or metal halide, which is close to a balanced
white. Low pressure sodium vapor lamps have a
monochromatic yellow-orange light, which generally
leaves an unsettling prison-yard-type glow in the area.
The high pressure sodium vapor lighting generally used in
Chico is less monochromatic, but still very yellow-orange.
Metal halide sources used to be expensive, because shortlived, but they are now much more reasonable and are
usually chosen where aesthetic criteria are of some
importance - as in the case of City Plaza.

Effective lighting in City Plaza is essential to 3 of the 4
main goals for the redesign of the space:
• Improve functionality for community activities
• Increase safety and sense of security
• Repair its deteriorating, ‘shabby’ appearance
Lighting for a pedestrian space needs to be lower, more
human-scaled, and more closely spaced than
conventional street lighting. If chosen with care,
decorative light standards can help beautify and
distinguish the Plaza area.
Lamps should be placed every 20-30 feet along
pathways to provide warm, radiant, continuous light.
This sort of effective use of pedestrian lighting provides
both safety for pedestrian movement and security by
removing dark hiding places.
Light elements can also be used to highlight specific
features such as fountains, stages and trees.
Pedestrian-scaled,
Pedestrian-scaled, decorative
decorative lights
lights come
come in
in many
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types and
and can
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accessory
uses
such
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for
displaying
decorative
banners
or
flowering
uses such as for displaying decorative banners or flowering planters.
planters.

Luminaries (the objects that sit on top of the posts and
hold the lamps) should be in some historical, traditional
or decorative form: round, hexagonal, octagonal, square,
or as globes or acorns (the latter can have frames
attached; acorns are rarely glass, but rather some sort of
plastic, and some are extremely vandal-resistant). Inserts,
which can skew the distribution of the light in various
ways (e.g. mostly down, or mostly to one side, etc.), can
be considered for directing the light to appropriate areas
(note that inserts tend not to work well in acorn or globe
luminaries because they can create strange patterns on the
face of the plastic and thus contradict the
traditional/decorative look, so this should be taken into
account).
Cast iron or steel (instead of fiberglass or cast aluminum)
are the recommended materials for lamp posts because
they are of highest quality. Light post height should be
human-scaled (approximately 12-14’), since they are to be
used for pedestrian-oriented lighting.

Fountain
Fountainlighting
lightingcan
canprovide
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Public Restrooms
Restroom Location Options
Alt. 1:
Parking
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Alt. 1: Restrooms Built in Parking Lots

Public Restroom Alternatives
The current porta-a-potty use for events at City Plaza
is not a long-term restroom solution for this important
public space. They are unsightly, many people will not
use them because they believe they are unsanitary, and
they kill the grass under and around them, turning the
area into mud. Further, though they are meant to be
temporary, because of the frequency of events they
remain for long stretches of days during the sunny
season.
A permanent restroom structure within the Plaza was
considered, and upon analysis is not recommended.
Just as different numbers of porta-potties are set up for
different-sized events, a single facility size could not
accommodate the vast range of events sizes hosted in
the Plaza.
Furthermore, a permanent restroom
structure/use would be quite foreign in the beautiful
and classic design of this important civic space –
analogous to not wanting to locate a restroom in the
living room of one’s home.
However, there are a number of other very good
options for providing safe, convenient, clean and
comfortable restroom facilities for Plaza events:
Alt. 1:

Purchase and install freestanding restroom
buildings in nearby parking lots. These would be
convenient to event attendees who come and go
from these lots.

Alt. 2:

Open the existing City Hall building lobby, and
provide a security guard to staff the location
during events.

Alt. 3:

Alt. 3: City-Owned Portable Restroom Trailer
Trailer - Larger Option

Trailer – Smaller Option

ADA
accessibility
ramp

ADA
accessibility
ramp

Plan

Plan

Restrooms’ Interior

Purchase a portable restroom trailer to park along
the Plaza for events. A less-desirable but
acceptable temporary variation of this alternative
would be to replace a parking space along 4th
Street, near a corner, with a semi-permanent
‘porta-potty platform’ - well-designed and
landscaped such that it is well-camouflaged and
unobtrusive both when porta-potties are and are
not present.

Alt. 2: Existing
City Building
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Conclusion and Next Steps

In Conclusion
Following John Bidwell’s example in bestowing this civic
jewel to the community 130 years ago, the community now
has the opportunity to revitalize, renew and even enhance
this legacy both for today and for generations of the next
150 years. While this is a challenging undertaking, City
Plaza has such a strong symbolic and historic meaning for
Chico and its citizens that preserving and enhancing this
cherished community icon is a most worthy endeavor.

Next Steps
1. Public discussion and recommendations by the
Bidwell Park and Playground Commission on this
report and proposal.
2. Refinement to the existing proposal based on
Commission input.
3. Review and approval by the Commission.
4. Development of preliminary construction and
maintenance cost estimates and phasing plan for
preferred alternative.
5. Presentation to the Chico City Council.
6. Initial Study of environmental impact.
7. Implementation: funding, engineering drawings, and
construction.
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